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Preface 
The study of the ancient Egyptian language is comparable in 
some ways to paleontology. Except for Coptic, the remnants of 
the language survive in skeletal form, like the bones of dino-
saurs, and our attempts to understand the living language is like 
the efforts of paleontologists to understand dinosaurs by 
rearticulating their skeletons and studying whatever clues are 
left of their behavior. 
 The first paleontologists, in the nineteenth century, were 
not always certain how the bones went together. They also 
thought that dinosaurs belonged to the lizard family, and that 
belief endured into the twentieth century, governing the un-
derstanding and analysis of the creatures. It turns out to be true, 
but not for all dinosaurs. A significant group of them – thero-
pods, including the Tyrannosaurus rex – were ornithoids, the 
ancestors of birds. 

In Egyptology, the analogy to 19th-century paleontology is 
the analysis of ancient Egyptian as a Semitic language. The first 
Egyptologists were trained in Semitic languages and naturally 
understood the newly deciphered addition to the Afro-Asiatic 
family from that perspective. Phonology, as well as grammar, is 
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the heir to that tradition: for example, the transcription of  as 
ỉ—“sometimes /j/ and sometimes /ˀ/”—and of  as Ʒ—
“strong /ʔ/.”1 The Semitic viewpoint persists, and not just as 
tradition: the most influential study of Egyptian phonology 
in the past half-century has been the 1971 article of a Semiti-
cist, Otto Rössler, “Das Ägyptische als semitische Sprache.” 
 To be fair, the early Egyptologists had few clues as to the 
nature of the language. It was only natural for Semiticists to 
see traces of Asiatic languages in its features, just as those 
trained in African languages have sometimes recognized non-
Semitic traits. Unfortunately, experts in Afroasiatic linguistics 
have often made questionable analyses because their know-
ledge of Egyptian has been based on dictionaries and studies 
rather than the first-hand knowledge that would allow them 
to make informed judgments, and the same is true for Egyp-
tologists looking for cognates, whose knowledge of Afroasiatic 
linguistics is generally superficial at best. 
 In our passion to articulate and reconstruct the hiero-
glyphic skeleton, we have forgotten that correspondence is 
not the same as identity. The fact that Arabic speakers heard 
ancient Greek Πτολεμαίος as بطلیموس baṭlaimūs does not re-
veal that Greek τ was an “emphatic” consonant like Arabic ط 
ṭ. To assess the true value of τ, we have to look at its place 
within the ancient Greek phonological system. The same is 

 
1  Slant marks (/x/) enclose  phonemes. 
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true for ancient Egyptian phonology. Although ancient Egyp-
tian dwn “stretch” is cognate with Arabic طول ṭūl “length,” for 
example, that is not necessarily justification for interpreting 
Egyptian d as an “emphatic” dental or Egyptian n as [l], any 
more than the cognate relationship of Spanish jungla with 
English jungle means that the two j’s necessarily represent the 
same sort of consonant. 
 In assessing the features of ancient Egyptian phonology, 
primary weight must be given to internal evidence: the vari-
ants, alternants, and developments of a sound within the 
language itself, insofar as they can be traced, before external 
evidence is brought to bear. The present study is an attempt 
to do just that. With respect to the external evidence of Af-
roasiatic cognates, I claim no specific expertise, and I fully 
realize that some of my conclusions may be called into ques-
tion by those with more knowledge and experience in 
Afroasiatic linguistics than I. With respect to Egyptian, how-
ever, I am fully convinced of the validity of both the method 
and the conclusions adopted in this book. Some of the latter 
are different from what I advocated in my 2013 study, The 
Ancient Egyptian Language: An Historical Study. That is at it 
should be. Scholarship, like science, needs to be open to new 
ideas and new conclusions. 
 The overriding principle in this study is that the Egyptian 
evidence must be looked at for itself, and not as a simulacrum 
of other languages. We cannot appreciate Egyptian art if we 
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view it as a primitive version of Renaissance painting, or Egyp-
tian grammar if we look for equivalents of the tenses and 
moods of Western languages. In our efforts to see the reality 
behind the skeleton of the hieroglyphic writing system, we 
must realize that its skin might turn out to be not the scales of 
lizards, but the feathers of birds. 
 This book is partly the result of a graduate seminar on the 
topic that I led at Brown in the Spring semester of 2018. I am 
grateful to its students, Vicky Almansa, Julia Puglisi (Har-
vard), and Silvia Štubňová, for their insights, which helped me 
refine some of my own. I am especially grateful to Christian 
Casey for reading parts of this book and debating most of it 
with me, and to Andréas Stauder, for reviewing and amending 
my original manuscript. The present version is the better for 
their input. 
 I offer this study as one hopeful step in advancing the un-
derstanding of both Egyptian itself and its true place within 
the larger Afroasiatic family of languages. 
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1. Coptic
Any study of ancient Egyptian phonology must be based on 
Coptic, because that is phonologically the most transparent 
stage of the language. Coptic is written in an alphabet derived 
from the Greek, with additional signs from Demotic primarily 
for sounds not present or not represented in Greek. It appears 
fully formed in the third century AD but has written anteced-
ents at least six centuries earlier.1 Coptic had six major dialects: 
Akhmimic (A), Bohairic (B), Fayumic (F), Lycopolitan (L, for-
merly Subakhmimic A2, also known as Lyco-Diospolitan), 
Oxyrhynchite (or Mesokemic, M), and Saidic (S). These vary 
from one another grammatically in some respects, but mainly 
phonologically. 

Graphemes 
 The graphemes found in texts from the six major Coptic 
dialects are the following, in the order of the Greek alphabet: 

1  Most recently, Quack 2017. The antecedents are often termed “Old 
Coptic” (OC). 
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 COPTIC VAR/ALT GREEK COPTIC VAR/ALT GREEK 

 a e Α r l Ρ 
 b ou, f, p Β s z, š Σ  
 g k Γ t d, c, T Τ  
 d t Δ u e, i, h Υ 
 e a, – Ε P pḥ; p; p (B)  Φ 
 z s Ζ K kḥ; k; k (B) Χ  
 h i, e, u, a Η v ps Ψ  
 T tḥ; t; t (B) Θ w o Ω  
 i e Ι š s 

 k g, q, K Κ f b, ou  
 l r Λ ḥ ẖ, ḫ  
 m n Μ ẖ (A) ḥ, š  
 n m Ν ḫ (B) ḥ, š  
 x ks Ξ j tš, q  
 o ou Ο q j; j (B) 
 p b, P Π c ti 

 The graphemes g, d, and z are used mainly in Greek loan-
words, but g and z also occur as variants of k and s, 
respectively: e.g., ank/ang “I,” anzhbe/anshbe “school-
room.” The graphemes x, v, and c are monograms in all 
dialects, for ks, ps, and ti, respectively. 
 The graphemes T, P, and K are monographic for tḥ, pḥ, 
and kḥ, respectively, in all dialects except Bohairic, where they 
replace t, p, and k, respectively, in certain words and phonetic 
environments: for example, B Phoui vs. AM phoue, F phoui, 
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LS phue “heaven.” Bohairic also has a similar alternation be-
tween its q and the j of other dialects: e.g., B qnou vs. AFLS 
jnou “ask.” 
 The graphemes ẖ and ḫ exist in Akhmimic and Bohairic, 
respectively; they are replaced by ḥ or š in other dialects: e.g., A 
ẖe, B ḫe, F ḥi, LMS ḥe “manner” and A ẖwpe, BF šwpi, LS 
šwpe, M šope “become.” 
 In some dialects, the grapheme i is also spelled ei, as well 
as y before or after a vowel: e.g., AL ine, BF ini, AMS eine 
“bring”; AFM pey, B Pai, L peei, S pay “this.” The grapheme 

u is used primarily in ou, representing [u] and [w], and after 
vowels: au/aou, eu/eou, hu/hou, oou, and wu/wou; it oc-
curs by itself either in Greek loan words or as a variant of e, h. 
or i: e.g., F tebnh ~ tubnh “animal.” 
 A graphemic feature of most Coptic dialects is a supralit-
eral stroke (e.g., m) or, in Bohairic, a dot or acute accent (e.g., 
m/m). Both are used in some manuscripts to mark a grapheme 
that represents a syllabic consonant or a separate syllable: for 
example, B nTok, S ntok “you.” In some cases, the supralit-
eral mark varies with e both within and across dialects: e.g., A 
ẖ _n, B ḫen, F ḥen, FLMS ḥ _n “in.” 

Phones 
The phonetic value of Coptic graphemes can be deduced 
from both the Greek graphemes on which they are based and 
from language-internal instances of alternation and variation. 
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 For the former, it is clear that Coptic graphemes do not al-
ways represent the values they had for Greek speakers in the 
era when Coptic is first attested, but rather those of the Greek 
language some six centuries earlier.4 The phonetic value of 
some Greek graphemes changed between the Classical age 
(fifth and fourth centuries BC) and the Koine period (third 
century BC to third century AD), and the Coptic values are for 
the most part those of the older language:5 

GREEK 
GRAPHEME 

CLASSICAL 
VALUE 

KOINE 
VALUE 

COPTIC 
GRAPHEME 

COPTIC 
VALUE 

Γ [g] [ɣ] g [k] 
Δ [d] [ð] d [t] 
Η [ɛ:] [ɪ, i] h [ɛ, e] 
Θ [tʰ] [θ] T [tħ], [tʰ] 
Φ [pʰ] [φ, f] P [pħ], [pʰ] 
Χ [kʰ] [x] K [kħ], [kʰ] 

These correspondences agree with the earliest evidence for 
Egyptian words and texts written in the Greek alphabet dur-
ing the Ptolemaic Period, and they argue for the preservation 
of that scribal tradition even as the pronunciation of Greek 
itself evolved. 

 
4  Satzinger 2003. 
5  Allen 1987, 12–32, 62–79; Horrocks 2010, 117–20. This study uses 

the symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet, between square 
brackets, to indicate pronunciation, with the exception that post-syl-
labic ′ is used to mark stress: e.g., mton [m-tɅn′]. 
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 Greek words that appear in Coptic texts, however, gener-
ally reflect contemporary Koine phonology, clearly indicating 
that the Greek characters used for Coptic sounds in the third 
century did not derive from contemporary Greek: for example, 

GREEK 
CLASSICAL 

VALUE 
KOINE 
VALUE 

GREEK 
EXAMPLE 

COPTIC 
RENDERING   

ΑΙ [ai] [ɛ] δίκαιος dikeos [ti′-kɛ-Ʌs] “just” 

Β [b] [β, v] βλάπτειν flaptei [φlap′-ti] “hinder” 

Η [ɛ:] [ɪ, i] ἐπιστήμη episcmei [ɛ-pis-ti′-mi] “prudence” 

ΟΙ [Ʌi] [ɪ, i] ἑτοῖμος ḥeteimos [ħɛ-ti′-mɅs] “ready” 

Υ [y] [ɪ, i] πύλη pili [pi′-li] “gate” 

Χ [kʰ] [x] χαρακτήρ ḫarakthr [xa-rak-ter′] “mark” 

 Of vowels, e is the most common, as well as the most 
common Coptic grapheme. Its correspondence with Koine 
[ɛ], as in dikeos for δίκαιος, indicates that it had a similar 
value in Coptic. Its use as a variant of the signs for a syllabic 
consonant, however, point to a realization closer to [ə]: e.g., S 
mton ~ emton “rest” [m-tɅn′] ~ [əm-tɅn′]. Its value may 
therefore have encompassed, and lain between, mid-central 
[ɛ] and [ə], with realization probably conditioned by both di-
alect and phonological environment. e also occurs as a variant 
of a, both within and across dialects – for example, S jastf, 
M jestf “exalt him” (Matt. 23:12). This suggests a phonetic 
value for a close to that of e, probably back central [a] ~ [æ]. 
Coptic h was likely pronounced [ɪ/i] in Greek loanwords, and 
this may account for its occasional variance with i in Coptic 
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words – e.g., S nhbe ~ nibe “swim” –  but it also varies with 
e and a – e.g., S rat ~ ret ~ rht “foot” – and was therefore 
most likely close in value to those vowels in native words, prob-
ably ranging between [ɛ] and [e]. The other vowels correspond 
to their Greek counterparts in loanwords and presumably had 
similar phonetic realizations: i [ɪ/i], o [Ʌ], ou [u], and w [o]. 
 The consonants represented by Greek letters correspond 
pretty much to their pre-Hellenic ancestors. g, d, and z were 
probably pronounced like k, t, and s, respectively, judging 
from their variance with those graphemes in Coptic words. b 
alternates with p and varies with f and ou: A ouaabe, B 
ouab, FLS ouaab, M oueb “pure” and A ouap, S ouop “be-
come pure”; S wbt ~ wft “goose”; B ouisi ~ bisi, S oueise 
~ bise “saw.” The alternation suggests a phonetic realization 
not only as a stop ([b] → [p]) but also as a bilabial fricative 
[β], which explains its variance with ou. Variation with f sug-
gests that the latter may also have been bilabial, distinguished 
from b by voicing. Thus, b → [b]/[p]/[β] and f → [φ]. 
 The values of the other graphemes derived from Demotic 
can also be deduced from variances and correspondents: š [ʃ] 
(Arabic نأشمو  ašmūn from šmoun “Hermopolis”), ḥ [ħ] 
(ḥebrwn for חֶבְרוֹן ḥebrōn “Hebron”), j [tj] (F jouia, B 
tšouie “dry” – [tj] ~ [tʃ]), q [kj] (S Paqaren from Greek 
φακιάριον “turban”6 – [kia] → [kja]). 

 
6  Girgis 1967–1968, 58. 
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 In most dialects, P T K are monograms for pḥ tḥ kḥ, re-
spectively; AFLS pḥwb and M pḥob “the (p) thing (ḥwb/ 
ḥob),” for example, can also be spelled Pwb/Pob. In Bohairic, 
however, they represent, like their Greek ancestors, the aspi-
rated counterparts of p t k, respectively. Aspiration occurs 
before a stressed vowel and before a sonant (b l m n r) or ou 
and i/ei preceding a stressed vowel:7 e.g., Pai [pʰai] “this one” 
vs. pairwmi [pai-ɾo′-mi] “this man,” Kbwš [kʰβoʃ] “you 
loosen” vs. kswf [ksoφ] “you defile.” Similarly, in Bohairic q 
is [thj], the aspirated counterpart of j [tj]: e.g., B qisi “exalt” 
(ALMS jise, F jisi). Its phonetic value in that dialect can also 
be gauged from variants such as morqnauḥ ~ moršnaḥ 
[mɅr′-tʰjnawħ] ~ [mɅr′-šnaħ] “scapular” ([tʰʲ] lenited to [ʃ]) 
and qwnt ~ jwnt [tʰjo′-nt] ~ [tjo′-nt] “try” ([tʰʲ] deaspi-
rated to [tʲ]). 
 The alternation of P ↔ p is environmentally conditioned 
and therefore reflects a single phoneme, but the other alter-
nants are phonemic: B Twri “willow” vs. twri “handle,” Krwm 
“fire” vs. krwm “safflower,” qo “plant” vs. jo “hunchback.” 
The phonemic status of the aspirates is reflected in their preser-
vation where environmental aspiration is not required: e.g., 
qisi [tʰji′-si] “exalt” and qesPnouc [tʰjɛs-pʰnu′-ti] “exalt 
God.”  

 
7  Shisha-Halevy 1991, 54. In turn, therefore, aspiration was perhaps 

neutralized in other environments, similar to [tʰ] ~ [t] in American 
English: e.g., hat [hætʰ] vs. hatter [hæt′-ɹ]. 
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 Aspiration is not visible in the other dialects: for example, 
B Twri vs. S twre “willow,” B Krwm vs. F klwm and S krwm, B 
qisi vs. ALMS jise and F jisi. Whether this reflects an absence 
of aspirates in these dialects or merely a graphemic neutrality 
(i.e., AFLMS t representing both [t] and [tʰ]) is not self-evident. 
The fact that these dialects use graphemes derived from the un-
aspirated graphemes of (Classical) Greek (κ, π, and τ) might 
suggest the former. Arabic renderings of Coptic words, how-
ever, sometimes show a correspondence between [t] and ṭ, on 
the one hand, and [tʰ] and t, on the other: e.g., A twbe, B 
twbi, S twwbe/twbe “brick” ≙ Arabic طوبة ṭūba; B Taf, S 
taf “spit” ≙ تف taff.8 This may or may not reflect the influ-
ence of Bohairic,9 but it is also visible in place-names from 
non-Bohairic areas: e.g., S sioout “Asyut” ≙ أسيوط asyūṭ.10 

Phonotactics 
Coptic words have a single nodal stress around which every-
thing else is reduced as much as is possible phonetically: e.g., S 
ḥoeine [ħɅi′-nɛ] “some” + rwme [ɾo′-mɛ] “man” + cme [ti′-
mɛ] “village” → ḥenrmcme [ħɛn-rm-ti′-mɛ] “villagers.” In 

 
8  Bishai 1964, 46. 
9  The prevalence of Bohairic in the north at the time of the Arab con-

quest has also been called into question: Kahle 1954, 249–52. 
10  B siwout. The association of Arabic ṭ with unaspirated [t] is also vis-

ible in Greek Πτολεμαίος “Ptolemy” ≙ Arabic بطلیموس baṭlaimūs. Cf. 
also Bishai 1964, 41: “The velarization of t is normal owing to its un-
aspirated nature.” 
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native words, the vowels o, w, and usually h carry primary 
stress; the other vowels can be stressed or not: e.g., SB anaš 
[a-naʃ ′] “oath,” SBF eneḥ [ɛ-nɛħ′] “eternity,” BF ini [i′-ni] 
“bring,” ABFLMS ounou [u-nu′] “hour.” 
 A basic distinction in Coptic words is between stressed 
syllables that end in a vowel (open) and those that end in a 
consonant (closed). These have an effect on vowel quality for 
the following pairs: 

CLOSED OPEN EXAMPLES 
a/o w AFL san, BS son “brother” vs. ALS swne, BF 

swni “sister”: [san/sɅn] vs. [so′-nɛ/so′-ni] 
e/a h AFLM ḥrek, BS ḥrak “your (ms) face” vs. AB-

FLMS ḥrht_n “your (pl) face”: [ħrɛk/ħrak] vs. 
[ħre′-tn̩] 

e/a i AFLM jestou, S jastou “exalt them” vs. 
ALMS jise, F jisi  “exalt”: [tjɛs′-tu/tjas′-tu| 
vs. [tʲi′-sɛ/tji′-si] 

These alternants have traditionally been described as “short” 
(a e o) and “long” (h i w) vowels.11 In Oxyrhynchite, how-
ever, the first alternation usually does not occur, while the 
second and third do: M son “brother” vs. M sone “sister.” 
This indicates a difference in vowel quality rather than 
length: probably lax (–T) a e o versus tense (+T) h i w.  The 

 
11  The classic study is Edgerton 1947 (published before the description 

of Oxyrhynchite). 
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vowel ou [u] does not exhibit syllabic alternation, and there-
fore does not seem to exhibit ±T as a feature. It does, however, 
appear as an open alternant of e/a after m and n: for example, 
ABLS naḥmn, FM neḥmn [naħ′-mn], [nɛħ′-mn] “save us” vs. F 
nouḥem, LMS nouḥm [nu′-ħɛm], [nu′-ḥm] “save.” Since w 
does not normally occur after m and n, this alternation indi-
cates a general change of w → ou in that environment: i.e., 
mw/nw → mou/nou. 
 On the basis of these alternants, Coptic can be described 
as having a general rule whereby an open syllable produces 
tenseness in a stressed vowel, and in a closed syllable, laxness 
(with the exception of o in Oxyrhynchite): thus, αOPEN → 
αT.12 The primary exception to this rule is the pattern 1w2/ 
1ou2 of some verbs: e.g., BFS ouwn “open” (M ouon) and 
ABFLMS moun “remain.” Because of its restricted environ-
ment, this feature has been judged a secondary vocalization of 
an original pattern represented by AL ouen “open.”13 In some 
cases, however, exceptions are only apparent: e.g., BLMS šwt, 
a variant of FLS šwwt “cut,” and B keli “doorbolt,” probably 
reflecting [kɛl′-i], as indicated by S klle [kl′-lə]. 
 Since both h and i have a and e as lax alternants, the alter-
nation appears to affect relaxation of the tense vowels in closed 

 
12  The symbol α indicates a correspondence between + and –: i.e., 

+OPEN → +T and –OPEN → –T. 
13  Steindorff 1951, § 245. 
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syllables rather than tensing of the lax vowels in open ones. The 
generation of a or e as a lax alternant of h and i is determined 
mostly by dialect: both tense vowels generally become a in BS 
and e in AFLM. Phonetically, therefore, BS a may have been e-
like, possibly low front [æ], and AFLM e may have been a-like, 
possibly mid front [ɛ]. In turn, BS e could therefore represent 
mid central [ə] rather than [ɛ]. The generation of a or o as a lax 
alternant of w is similarly determined largely by the same dia-
lectal distinction: generally a in AFLM and o in BS. 
 Exceptions to this distribution are environmentally con-
ditioned. In a closed syllable before š, ḥ, and ḫ, w becomes BS 
a and FM e rather than BS o and FM a: for example, F šwšt, 
S swšt /šo′-št/, /so′-št/ “stop” → F šeštf, S saštf /šɛš′-
tf/, /saš′-tf/ “stop him,” M nouḥm /nu′-ḥm/ “save” → 
neḥmn /nɛḥʹ-mn/ “save us,” B Pwḫt, S pwḥt /pho′-xt/, /po′-
ḥt/ “bend” → B Paḫts, S paḥts /pax′-ts/, /paḥ′-ts/ “bend it.” 
Stressed /i/ followed by a sonant (b l m n r) in a closed sylla-
ble becomes B e and F h rather than B a and F e and disappears 
in the other dialects, producing a syllabic consonant: B jimi, F 
qini, ALMS qine /ṯi′-mi/, /ḵi′-ni/, /ḵi′-nɛ/ “find” → B 
jemtou, F qhntou, ALMS qntou /ṯɛm′-tu/, /ḵεn′-tu/, 
/ḵn′-tu/ “find them.” Before i/ei and ou, /o/ regularly be-
comes w rather than o in Bohairic and /e/ before i/ei 
becomes h rather than e in Bohairic and Fayumic: e.g., B mwit 
/moit/ vs. ALM maeit, F mait, S moeit /mait/, /mɅit/ 


